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GET TO KNOW GREAT BAY
29 TEACHERS ON THE
ESTUARY (TOTE)
WORKSHOPS
held around the country
in 2016

average time per day kids
spend in front of a screen

Participating in nature
activities before age 11
is directly related to being an
environmental steward as an adult

i
kids spent twice as
much time outdoors

children get less
time outside
than chickens or
prisoners

LEADS TO INCREASED CREATIVITY,
CONCENTRATION AND SOCIAL SKILLS

NATIONAL
ESTUARINE
RESEARCH
RESERVE

Great Bay National Estuarine
Research Reserve (GBNERR) is
an estuary comprised of 7,300
acres of tidal waters and 2,935
acres of coastal land. Acquired
through land purchases and
conservation easements,
GBNERR was designated on
October 3, 1989 to be
preserved for the purposes
of education, research and
resource protection.

GBNERR
Manager: Cory Riley

N

ational Estuarine Research Reserves were created for two
primary purposes: to study and monitor estuaries, and to pass
the knowledge gained along to coastal policy makers, to the public
and to the scientific community. This issue of Great Bay Matters takes
a close look at the exchange of information, ideas and perspectives
involved in marine education. Historically, environmental education
focuses on raising awareness, appreciation and skills to highlight
what humans can do to keep natural systems healthy. An interesting
branch of research is emerging now about how being out in natural
systems is critical to keeping humans healthy. People are a part of
our natural system, and we are meant to grow together and learn
from each other. Key lessons from the natural world around us teach that there is beauty in both
simplicity and complex systems; that we can never underestimate the interconnectedness of all
aspects of this earth; and that change is absolutely essential to growth. When I think about how
our generation must turn the significant social, economic and environmental challenges ahead into
opportunities, I know we will need to draw on the lessons that Mother Earth has taught us.
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C O N S E Q U E N C E S

ost agree that the expanding human population has put
more and more pressure on the natural world, creating an
increasing need for stewardship of our natural resources.
Environmental stewardship can take on many forms, however in
principle; it is informed, responsible action and behaviors on behalf
of the environment and future generations. But we, as humans, are
not born as stewards. Becoming an environmental steward is like
learning a new language. It is achieved by passing through a series
of predictable stages. At the Great Bay Discovery Center, the environmental education programs spanning all ages, provide a soupto-nuts platform for going through this process.
According to the North
American Conservation Education
Strategy: Best Practices for
Stewardship Education, researchers
have determined that there are
three stages to pass through before
becoming an environmentally
responsible individual. Whether
this begins at a very early age, or
later in life, the process is the same.
We asked a current board member
of the Great Bay Stewards, Lisa
Robblee, about her journey to this
position.
Lisa Robblee
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ENTRY LEVEL: AWARENESS/INTEREST/APPRECIATION
How did you learn about the programs at the Great Bay
Discovery Center?
Lisa: “I taught third and fourth grades from 1988 -2013 in
Epping, NH. I first started coming to the Discovery Center during
the 1994-1995 school year. The center had just recently opened and
I had former Reserve manager, Peter Wellenberger’s daughter in my
class. When he brought the opportunity to get children outside to
learn about the environment and the cultural heritage of the region
to my attention, it was too good to pass up.”
OWNERSHIP LEVEL: KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS
Why did you continue coming to the programs at the Great Bay
Discovery Center?
Lisa: “I instantly fell in love with the beauty of the Bay and
this off the beaten path jewel. As a fourth grade teacher, I took
advantage of the Cultural History program. The guided tour tied
so closely to the curriculum that our grade level team used it as our
New Hampshire studies unit. Students learned about the Abenakis
and then seeing a wigwam and native village set up as it would have
been hundreds of years ago, gave the in-class lessons authenticity.
By showing students how Native Americans lived, the tools they
made and how they survived by using the land to hunt, fish and
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make shelter, students could picture their way of life. My student’s
reaction to going into a wigwam and sitting on deer and bear pelts
was always a highlight.
As students learned about the early European settlers and how
they came to settle in the region, they were able to compare and
contrast the lives of Native Americans to that of people coming
to this new land from Europe. Seeing early tools that were used
to clear the land, harvest salt marsh hay and hunt, reminded the
children of the hardship, excitement and dangers of coming to an
unknown land. Students were able to process how human impact
can shape a region and change it for later generations.”
EMPOWERMENT LEVEL: CITIZENSHIP/SERVICE
What made you decide to become an educator and eventually a
Great Bay Stewards board member?
Lisa: “When I retired from teaching, I knew that I still wanted
to be involved in education and immediately reached out to the
GBDC staff. The field trip to Great Bay had always been a highlight
of my teaching career. I loved the content, but I also was awed by the
knowledge and professionalism of the educators that led our trips.
I fell in love with the Bay and wanted to do my part to show others
this very special place where the rivers meet the sea. I was excited to
learn about the spring program which I had not experienced, but
had read about in the program descriptions. I knew that students
would have the opportunity to explore animal habitats, grow in
their understanding of the internal and external structures of plants
and animals and learn how these structures support their survival,
growth, behavior and ability to reproduce. With the addition of
the new boardwalk, the spring program further explores the impact
of humans and climate on our environment. It offers learners a
much closer view of the life cycle of osprey as they are able to see
the osprey nest and its inhabitants from the new spotting scope on
the boardwalk. It further allows for those working at the Center to
track the life cycle of these fascinating birds and document observations and patterns.
I became a board member of the Great Bay Stewards in 2015
because I wanted to be sure that the education programs could
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continue to be funded and to support the protection of Great
Bay for future generations. As a former teacher, I understand that
field trips need to support curriculum and be relevant to current
educational standards. I have made it a practice to periodically
review the Next Generation Science Standards to remind myself of
the content and best practices. I can say with confidence that the
program content is matching what is deemed to be good practice
and is highlighting what students should learn.”
As Lisa continued to bring her class to the Center for their
“Entry Level” experience, she herself began to move up the
Stewardship Pyramid. Along the way, factors such as family, peers,
cultural and social influences continued to make sense to Lisa,
eventually moving her from an awareness/appreciation (entry level),
to the knowledge/skills (ownership level), to the service/citizenship
(empowerment level). Once there, Lisa became a true steward,
and ironically, (or obviously) while in the process of asking Lisa to
answer these questions, she signed up for a work day at the Reserve’s
Community Wildlife garden to remove invasive plants and restore
natural communities!
Building a steward takes time, and starting by learning to appreciate nature in its simplest and purest form is the way we believe our
programs at the Great Bay Discovery Center get this done.
Kelle Loughlin, Education Coordinator, GBNERR
Director, Great Bay Discovery Center
“When he brought the opportunity to get children
outside to learn about the environment and the
cultural heritage of the region to my attention, it
was too good to pass up.”
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hink back to this past week. Picture your kids or your
grandkids and how they spent most of their time. How
many hours of it were spent in front of a television or computer screen? How many hours were spent sitting down?
Now ask yourself, how many hours did those same kids spend time
playing outside? I don’t mean outside playing soccer or baseball, I
mean unstructured outdoor time spent climbing trees, rolling down
hills, building forts or playing in mud. This disparity in how their
time is spent is having more consequences than you may realize.
Many have heard the concerns
voiced by Richard Louve in his book,
Last Child in the Woods, expressing the
need for kids to get outside more to be
connected with it. It is awfully hard to
foster a relationship with a place where
no time is spent. Now there is another
voice adding itself to this conversation.
Angela Hanscom, author of the recently
released book Balanced and Barefoot How Unrestricted Outdoor play Makes
for Strong, Confident and Capable
Children, enters this dialog, not from
a naturalist perspective; rather she is a
pediatric occupational therapist. Angela has worked for years helping kids with developmental challenges. Because of this work, along
with much research, Angela is able to point out that, not only are
our children not developing a relationship with nature, they are not
developing in a lot of other ways too. In this book, Angela shares
her concerns that the unbalanced amount of time this generation of
children is spending in front of screens or sitting in school, is having
profound effects on their cognitive and physical development.
Have you ever witnessed or talked to your child’s teacher about
some behaviors that were cause for concern? It turns out that there
might be some very good reasons for all these behaviors. In addition to the 5 senses we are familiar with, our body has two more.
Both of these senses, the vestibular system and proprioception,
give our body the ability to know where it is in space and what
all its’ parts are doing at any given time. Basically, it determines
a body’s ability to navigate its environment with control, ease
and balance. Without them, this control vanishes or is impaired
to varying degrees. And just like so many things in nature, our
bodies and senses are interconnected. If one is underdeveloped, it
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affects all of them. Hanscom is proposing that because of the lack
of opportunities for so many kids to really move today, many of
them walk around with both of these senses impaired, resulting
in, “fidgeting, tears of frustration, more falls, aggression and trouble with attention”.
Angela has conducted research with three fifth grade classes
here in New Hampshire. When these students’ core strength and
balance skills were compared with those of fifth grade students
from 1984, they found that only one out of twelve had the average

“Give your children time to
be outside and play...
Let them build mud pies
and get filthy!”
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OUTDOORS

GAINING

core strength and balance that children had 30 years ago. This is
not a coincidence. This is a direct result of children having less
time to play outside – using and developing their muscles and
sensory systems.
So what can you do today to start making a difference? Start by
getting outside, where you can find the ultimate sensory experience.
Go barefoot, go berry picking, plant and tend a garden, climb a
tree, cook dinner over an open fire. Give your children time to
be outside and play. Let them build a dam in the stream by your
house. Let them build mud pies and get filthy! Instead of “don’t
touch that”, “don’t run”, “don’t fall”, let them touch that, run there,
fall and roll down that hill! It just may be more valuable than any
organized sport you could ever sign them up for. Through this
important time spent “playing” outside, children will be challenged
and have all their senses engaged and strengthened. Beyond that,
they will be just plain having a good time!

Free play can
lead to wonderful
discoveries in
nature.

Jay Sullivan, Naturalist, GBNERR

Estuary Almanac

Natural History
Though often referred to as a “fisher cat”, it
is not related to a cat at all, but rather is a
member of the weasel family. Fisher appear
similar to mink, but are larger, growing
approximately 30 to 40 inches in length and
weighing anywhere from 4 to 14 pounds.
They have rich dark-brown fur and a bushy
tail with semi-retractable claws, used for
skillful tree climbing. They den in holes in
living or downed trees and are very reclusive and territorial. They hunt during day
or night and generally prey upon animals
smaller than themselves, such as rabbits,
squirrels, mice and shrews. Despite popular
belief that fisher produce a blood-curdling
shriek while hunting, there is no evidence
to support this theory. In fact, the only noise
fisher have exhibited while in captivity is a
low growling sound when threatened.
reat Bay
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Unique Adaptations
The fisher and mountain lion are the only
two natural predators of the porcupine.
For this reason, fisher are of great value
in the New England ecosystem, providing
population control for the porcupine and
other small mammals. Fisher are also one
of the only medium-sized predators that are
both agile enough to climb trees and able to
elongate themselves to fit into small hollows
to find prey. Their hind paws rotate up to
180 degrees to allow them to grip limbs and
climb down trees head first.

© MIKAEL MALES / DREAMSTIME.COM

Fisher - (Martes pennanti)
The fisher is an elusive creature that lives in
the forests of New Hampshire. Its mystique
creates fear in many; however the fisher
is a fascinating and unique predator that
plays an important role in the health of New
England forests.

Population Status in New Hampshire
In the 1800s, fisher nearly became
extinct due to unregulated trapping and
habitat loss. In 1934 the fisher became a
protected species, allowing the population
to rebound. It was not until thirty years
later that populations were abundant
enough to lift the protection, though overtrapping once again almost claimed the
species shortly thereafter. Currently fisher
populations in New Hampshire are stable.

mixed forests. They den in tree hollows,
and though they are agile and skilled tree
climbers, they prefer to move across the
forest floor. The wooded areas around
Great Bay provide excellent habitat for
fisher.

Where to See Around Great Bay
Fisher live in coniferous, deciduous and

Colleen McClare, Naturalist, GBNERR
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NERRS NEWS
Program News and Events From GBNERR

RESERVE STAFF PART OF NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL MERIT AWARDS
he NH Coastal Adaptation Workgroup
(CAW) and a NERRS Science
Collaborative project – Water Integration
for Squamscott-Exeter (WISE) – have been
recognized by the USEPA – New England
Region with National Environmental Merit
awards for cross-sector community
environmental work. CAW has been co-led
since its inception in 2010 by Steve Miller,
Coastal Training Program Coordinator with
the Great Bay NERR and Sherry Godlewski
of the NH Department of Environmental
Services. Twenty-one NH organizations
collaborate to provide community training
and resources to plan for and mitigate
the threats of climate change to the
state’s coast. CAW provided instrumental
support for the Coastal Risks and Hazards
Commission in the NH Legislature. EPA
praised CAW as an example of what can
be accomplished with few resources
and dedicated, hard-working people.
Reserve Research Coordinator Paul
Stacey served as a scientific investigator
for the WISE Project Team. This included
Exeter, Stratham, and Newfields,
citizens and professionals from a private
consulting firm (Geosyntec, Inc.), UNH,
the Rockingham Planning Commission,
collaboration experts from the Consensus
Building Institute and DES and EPA
regulators and managers. Their task
was to collectively develop an effective,
innovative approach for meeting water
quality goals in the Squamscott-Exeter
watershed. The plan developed by WISE is
intended to serve as a guide for the three
towns to support nitrogen load reduction,
monitoring for water quality results, and
ultimately ecosystem recovery in the Great

6

Bay Estuary. At the June meeting of the NH
Fish & Game Commission, Miller and Stacey
were acknowledged for their contributions
to both of these efforts that support the

Paul Stacey

missions of the Fish & Game Department
and the Great Bay NERR.

Paul Stacey, Research Coordinator, GBNERR

Steve Miller

K-12 MARKET ANALYSIS AND NEEDS
ASSESSMENT COMPLETED

A

s part of a national NERRS initiative
to better understand the needs of

teachers, and the resources available
to them, Great Bay education programs
have completed a K-12 market analysis
and teacher needs assessment. An
online survey was administered to 505
teachers in Rockingham and Stafford
Counties and select schools outside
the two-county survey area. Schools
outside the area were based upon
past participation in GBNERR education programming. Environmental and
coastal education organizations representing 18 programs were used
in the market analysis, also conducted through an online survey. To
obtain a copy of the reports, contact Kelle.Loughlin@wildlife.nh.gov.
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Educational Offerings
BECOME A PHENOLOGY MONITOR

Sugar maple

what you are looking for! The Walk, starting
at the Great Bay Discovery Center, takes
monitors down to the waterfront and out
onto the boardwalk looking at key species
in the area like emblematic sugar maple
and osprey. Other species of interest at the

Witch hazel
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Red-winged blackbird

© NHFG / VICTOR YOUNG PHOTO

American toad

© ELAINE HAUG / USDA

bout his time spent on Walden Pond in
Concord Massachusetts, Henry David
Thoreau wrote, “a taste for the beautiful
is most cultivated out of doors.” Thoreau
is credited with being the first phenologist
because of his impeccable notes on the
plentiful flora and fauna of Walden Pond and
the surrounding Concord area during the
spring months from 1851 to 1858. During
that time he observed over 300 plants and
watched for the first signs of migrating birds
at the start of each spring. Now almost
160 years later, scientists are investigating
his writings and their phenological impact,
especially in terms of an increasingly
warmer Earth.
Phenology is ‘Nature’s Calendar’. It
allows citizen scientists and researchers
alike to look for the timing of breaking leaf
buds, open flowers, and other key seasonal
changes for flora and fauna around the
world. Collected data can then be used to
make management decisions and comparisons across years to see the impact of
climate change.
If you have an interest in a new way to
get involved at Great Bay, while watching the
impacts of climate change, the newly implemented “Phenology Walk” may be exactly

© MERSEA COSTINA / DREAMSTIME.COM
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Spicebush

Center are the American toad, spicebush,
black gum tree and red-winged blackbird.
“Many people are already phenologists, they just don’t know it yet,” said
Danielle Huston Hakey, this summer’s
NOAA intern at the Reserve. If you eagerly
have listened for the call of the peeper
or rejoiced at the first robin of spring,
you have what it takes to contribute to
this meaningful body of data. If you are
interested in becoming a ‘Phenology
Monitor’ contact Melissa Brogle at
Melissa.Brogle@wildlife.nh.gov or
603-778-0015.

Danielle Huston Hakey, NOAA Intern,
GBNERR
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A National Perspective:
Teachers on the Estuary =
Climate Science
in the Classroom

M

oney does not grow on trees, but
it could be growing in our coastal
salt marshes. A team from the Waquoit
Bay-based “Bringing Wetlands to Market”
project, studied the connections between
coastal wetlands, carbon dioxide uptake
and storage, and the global carbon trading
economy. They found that wetlands have
the potential to serve as valuable assets
in carbon trading markets—but only if
we protect them and don’t dig up the
“treasure.”
To bring this cutting-edge science to
the classroom, educators from the Waquoit
Bay and South Slough reserves teamed up
to create a high school STEM curriculum
which is linked to the Next Generation
Science Standards, and introduces teachers
and the science behind “blue carbon.” This
curriculum offers an authentic context for

This summer’s New Hampshire TOTE teachers investigating salinity in the salt marsh.

studies of the carbon cycle, ecosystem
functions, the process of science, the
engineering and technology design process,
calculating economic value for natural
resources, and student field studies and
stewardship projects.
The reserves also offered bi-coastal
Teachers on the Estuary (TOTE) programs
that brought teachers to the field to pilot
the curriculum and explore the relationship
between salt marshes, climate change

and the economic value of salt marshes
as carbon sinks. Educators who attended
the TOTE programs in Oregon and
Massachusetts piloted the curriculum with
their students last fall. Learn more about
TOTE workshops around the nation by
visiting estuaries.noaa.gov.

Reprinted in part from the National Estuarine
Research Reserve Association website,
by Rebecca K. Roth, Executive Director

Volunteer for Great Bay!
• Adopt-A-Model Boat: Help keep the replica
(Gundalow, lobster, dory) boats at the Great Bay
Discovery Center in tip top shape! Clean, repair,
and paint as needed-great for families!
• Fall Educator Training: Educate school
groups about the cultural history of Great Bay.
Training is September 7th, 2016, Great Bay
Discovery Center.
• Viewing Platform in Durham: This public
viewing platform overlooking a beaver pond is
well used and needs a little attention. Great for a
small group, flexible timing.
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Adopt a model boat!
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Contact Melissa Brogle, (603)778-0015 for more
information.

president’s corner

Spreading the Word Through Education

I

hope you have had an enjoyable
and relaxing summer and have
made use of the many resources
Great Bay has to offer. The mission
of the Great Bay Stewards, much
like the Reserve, is to protect and
preserve the vitality of the Great
Bay estuarine ecosystem through
education, research and stewardship.
Notably, both organizations have
an education component which is
a way we reach out to others to stress the importance of the Bay.
As a former teacher, some years ago I was asked to teach a course
on Environmental Science to an adult class. I decided to include

as a part of that course, Great Bay. My research led me to a place
called the Great Bay Discovery Center. I contacted the people who
worked there and they gladly provided me with a binder full of teaching material. I also discovered that the Center provided educational
field trips to school children. What a great way to spread the word! I
eagerly signed up for the volunteer training and have been enjoying
educating the children ever since.
Through some of the volunteers, I learned about the Great
Bay Stewards. I attended an October membership meeting and was
hooked. I became a member and later joined the Board. Now here I
am as President, helping to spread the word as both an educator and
President of the Stewards… join me in doing the same!
Jack O’Reilly, President, Great Bay Stewards

Stewards Celebrate 20 Years!

T

Joe Stieglitz and Peter Wellenberger cut the ribbon at the boardwalk
grand opening in June.

boardwalk at the Discovery Center. These funds provided the required
match for the federal grants obtained by the Reserve for the project.
The Stewards are proud to serve as the friends group to the Reserve
and look forward to supporting the program for many years to come.

Save the Date

G

reat Bay Stewards Annual Meeting and Celebration, Thursday,
October 6 – Hugh Gregg Coastal Conservation Center, 6 p.m.

PLEASE JOIN US!

All interested parties are cordially invited to become
Great Bay Stewards. Members receive Great Bay
Matters and other pertinent mailings.

Annual dues may be paid by check made payable to the Great Bay
Stewards and sent to: GBS Membership Committee, 89 Depot Road,
Greenland, NH 03840
q Guardian $150 q Protector $75
q Steward/Family $35 q Student $20 q Other $__________
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his fall, the Great Bay Stewards will celebrate their 20th
Anniversary as the friends group to the Research Reserve.
The group started as a small group of neighbors who met at the
Discovery Center in 1995 for a “Birds and Bagels” get together.
After several more meetings, a set of bylaws were written and the
group was officially recognized as a non-profit entity in 1996. Here
is a timeline of the Stewards’ growth over the years.
In 1997, the Stewards merged with the Great Bay Trust – the
group that was responsible for nominating Great Bay to become part
of the National Estuarine Research Reserve System.
The annual Great Bay 5K road race – our most important
fund-raiser – was first run in 1999. Two years ago, the race was
voted by Run New England as one of the top 5Ks in New England.
The first Art of Great Bay Show was held in 2005. The show has
become one of the Seacoast’s most popular annual events.
In 2012, the Stewards helped raise funds for the outdoor picnic
pavilion and the Special Collections Room located in the lower level
of the Hugh Gregg Center.
This past year, the Stewards completed a two-year campaign that
raised over $95,000 to support construction of the new interpretive
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